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emerges fastest growing 

software company in West Africa



rganizations have common goals, rework from pre and post-test audits with “no 

especially those that rely on the third party outstanding actions”.  General Motors Information 

for “bread and butter“. They all serve. As Systems and Services, formed in 1996, provides IT 

good servants, they should serve their management and technical capability within the Ocustomers properly. That is the reason corporation. It met its schedules consistently when it 

global companies are plunging into the Capability transited to CMMI models. The number of project 

Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)-based process milestones met increased from 50 to 85 percent. It 

improvement to deliver better performance and serve reduced the average number of lateness from “50 to 

quality products. Few examples of these companies will less than 10”. 

suffice. 

Lockheed Martin Management & Data Systems 

Accenture, a management consulting and technology provides systems integration, engineering, and software 

services with employees in 47 countries, reported development to support defense, civil, international, and 

several lessons after its CMMI level 3. By “thinking level commercial customers. With 9,000 employees at 

4 and 5,” it gained greater management capability. It several facilities, it achieved improved quality in its 

learned that it is good to provide support to projects processes for defect identification, prevention, and 

during transition and run its process efforts like projects removal after its CMMI level 2. “It increased in software 

and that it is possible to achieve ROI of 5:1 from hours productivity by over 50 percent…”

invested in quality activities.

A common thread runs through these companies: 

Boeing Australia, a subsidiary of The Boeing Company, is process improvement to satisfy customer. PFS has 

a high tech aerospace enterprise and develops systems taken the same route. These global organizations have 

for defense and commercial markets. Headquartered in attested that serious process improvement requires a 

Brisbane, Queensland, it has above 1,400 staff in 13 considerable investment of time and money. That is why 

locations. After its CMMI models, it cut delivery time in PFS is now CMMI-Dev certified. This will translate into 

half, increased ability to configure builds, and recorded a excellent customer service delivery. That is the common 

60 percent reduction in the preparation, conduct, and goal of service organizations globally. 
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CMMI-Dev raises PFS profile, emerges 
fastest growing software company in WA

recise Financial Systems 

[PFS] has emerged as one of 

the fastest growing software 

companies in West Africa 

having attained the Capability PMaturity Model Integration 

[CMMI] level 3. 

Managing Consultant and CMMI Lead 

Appraiser, Nihilent Technologies, Deepak 

Manjareka, said that PFS is one of the 

“fastest growing software companies in 

West Africa”. 

He added that  the company has 

demonstrated the best use of various 

“software engineering tools for better 

security, delivery, and institutionalization of 

maturity level 3 practices”.

The appraisal applies to sub-contractors that 

provide custom software to companies or 

create solutions for government or any 

country. These companies like PFS and 

others need to follow the CMMI. Parts of the 

software product del ivered to the 

government must follow CMMI in the supply 

chain.

 

MD/CEO, PFS, Yele Okeremi said the CMMI 

appraisal has a global impact on the company 

since software firms are not competing 

locally, but also globally. He added that 

Nigeria needs to conserve foreign exchange 

and one of the ways to do this is by 

developing excellent solution. 

“This is what the CMMI has helped PFS to 

achieve. Nigeria needs to build capabilities 

and enhance competencies in order to 

compete internationally. Therefore, for 

companies that have penchant for 

consuming foreign software, PFS offers 

better quality option”.

According to Okeremi the CMMI provides a 

level of assurance that the company would 

complete a project on time and on budget. 

Aside, “it can give accurate schedules and 

realistic timelines for product releases”. 

The CMMI appraisal provides the best 

practices throughout the product lifecycle to 

ensure PFS offer timely delivery and quality 

products to clients. 
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he Internet of Things (IoT) has rapidly to gauge benefits while also monitoring what is 

become one of the most familiar and happening in other industries, as a source of ideas.

perhaps, most hyped expressions 

across business and technology. Business Case

That hype, however, is entirely The lack of a compelling business case is a major 

justified and is backed up by the impediment to IoT growth for enterprises. This is not T
numbers. By 2020, there will be 25 billion internet- so much because of a lack of a business case, rather 

connected things, and Gartner estimates that the the business cases have yet to be discovered.

IoT will produce close to $2 trillion of economic 

benefit globally. These things are not general Creating Value From IoT Data

purpose devices such as smartphones and PCs, Data originating from things creates a vast pool of 

but dedicated objects, such as vending machines, information, threatening to overwhelm established 

jet engines, connected soap dispensers and a resources and traditional approaches to information 

myriad of other examples. management. However, the processing and analysis 

of this data will generate much value for enterprises 

Impact of IoT across many business functions, creating new, far-

It is essential for enterprises to understand how reaching opportunities for digital marketers.

the IoT can enable transformation of their 

business and industry. At this early stage of https://www.forbes.com/sites/gartnergroup/2015/07/

experience with the IoT, it is recommend that 16/the- internet-of-things-and-the-enterpr ise-

enterprises experiment with small-scale projects opportunity/#5a1374a7590c

Internet of Things, 
Enterprise Opportunity

enterprise: tech business opportunities
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apps & tech update
WhatsApp tricks you should know 

WhatsApp is now an integral part of our lives. It has replaced the good ol' text message. 

Everyone you know uses this instant messaging app. Below are few things that will enhance 

the functionality of using WhatsApp:

PIN YOUR CHATS

There are times when you want your most important chats 

on the top of your conversation list. Scrolling down through 

scores of messages to find that chat can be tedious. 

WhatsApp has added this function.

CREATE GIFs

WhatsApp has been supporting Graphic Interchange Format 

[GIFs], a bitmap image format. But did you know that you can 

even create GIFs within WhatsApp and send it to your 

friends? However, you can only create GIFs using videos that 

are saved on your smartphone.

EDITING IMAGES

You can edit images on WhatsApp before sending 

them. This is not about Snapchat filters. What you can 

do here is doodle on pictures, add text and emoticons 

before sending.

FORMAT TEXT

There's a good chance you're already aware of this 

feature but have never used it. Somehow, changing 

formats of text on WhatsApp never really caught on. 
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apps & tech update

ADD CONVERSATION SHORTCUTS

We all have a favourite friend with we are constantly 

chatting with on WhatsApp. Rather than opening 

WhatsApp and going to their chat each time you want 

to talk to them, add a conversation shortcut on your 

home screen. 

CUSTOMIZE NOTIFICATIONS

Did you know WhatsApp can send you customized 

notifications for certain contacts? It's simple. Open the 

contact you wish to customize, click the top bar, and 

select 'Custom Notifications'.

TURN OFF LAST SEEN

 Do you feel that people getting to know when you last 

opened your WhatsApp is intrusive? Happy to know 

that WhatsApp lets you change that. Go to Settings > 

Select Account > Click on Privacy > Choose Last Seen 

and then select the most suitable option.

SWITCH OFF MEDIA AUTO-DOWNLOAD

Daily, you must have received a multitude of photos 

and videos on WhatsApp -- half of them not needed. If 

you are a part of any groups on WhatsApp, chances are 

you'll be getting a lot of “Good Morning, have a nice 

day”pictures and videos daily. You can manage this. 

http://www.gadgetsnow.com/slideshows/12-whatsapp-tricks-you-should-know-about/photolist/59503011.cms
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igeria is a member of the British market. 

Commonwealth. It is Britain's second 

largest trading partner in Africa after INTEGRATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

South Africa with £6 billion about N2.4 The benefits of deepening integration and socio-

trillion or $8.52 billion in bilateral trade economic development through economic blocs in Nvolume in 2016. Nigeria is in jeopardy.   

So, what are the implications of Brexit on Nigeria's TOUGH IMMIGRATION POLICIES

economy? We captured some below: It will affect Nigerians travelling to the UK and the over 

2 million Nigerian migrants in the country.  

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 

This would shrink over time and a weaker and smaller NIGERIA INTERNAL POLITICS 

UK economy would scale back its investment in Political unions would not be able to self-perpetuate.

development projects in Nigeria. 

INVESTMENT POTENTIAL 

Investment in Britain by Nigerian businessmen would 

be less attractive without full access to the lucrative EU 

financial world
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TOP 10 
TRENDS IN 2017

In 2017, watch out for the following 10 trends:

Tools for non-technical entrepreneurs to build tech products

There are so many people online who are not technically savvy, myself included. 

But the need to use technology is more than it has ever been before. Because 

of that, technicality in your business is more imperative than ever before. 

1

Tools to help with personal brand

Personal branding has helped many people to create world-renowned brands. 

The internet opened up the playing field to make it much more even, so people 

who may have never succeeded at anything in life have a shot at making it big. 

2

Focus on training remote employees

10 years ago, you may have never even heard of a remote employee. Nowadays, 

tech companies and startups are doing most of their hires remotely. IBM led this 

trend and many other companies have followed suit. 

3

Businesses embrace the Millennials, instead of rejecting them

You may think Millennials are materialistic, narrow-minded and selfish. 

But that isn't the case. They just don't work in the same way that 

baby boomers do. 

4
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More businesses for sale

Baby Boomers started most of the brick and mortar businesses that we see. 

But there are a few components that are shifting the business landscape. 

Technology is becoming easier to use

5

Products that track nutrition

Data is available now in the world of health and nutrition, and health 

and fitness wearables are accessible. 6

E-commerce will continue to rise

An entrepreneur, who spent the last 10 years selling shears for hairstylists at 

conferences, called a graphic designer put together a website and started to 

run social media ads. Within one month of running Facebook ads, he generated 

$140,000 in revenue.

7

Businesses will focus on connecting customers rather than on selling to them

People are tired of being sold, and Millennials can tell they are being sold from 

a mile away. This is an instant turn-off for these buyers and once they sense 

any type of selling, they move on to the next company. 

8

Strength-based training versus remedial leadership

You have probably heard the old adage, "do what you are good at, not what 

you love." The same goes for the workplace. Up until recently, people hired 

for the same position were all taught the same skill. 

9

Products becoming green

Millennials are quite conscious of what types of products they buy. They turn 

off the sink when they brush their teeth. They shut off the water in the shower 

when they are shampooing their hair. 

10
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TOP 10 
TRENDS IN 2017

In 2017, watch out for the following 10 trends:



product review

Pay IT 

Pay IT supports the following payment channels:

Functionality

Benefits 

It is a complete multi-channel payment system. It incorporates detailed and flexible 

transactional workflow. These include validation accounting, online signatures, 

payment register, multi-channel funds transfer, printing among other accounting 

entry postings.

The CBN Inter-Bank Funds Transfer System (CIFTS), Nigeria Inter-Bank Settlement 

System Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), Transfer through switching 

organizations including NIBSS, Interswitch, eTranzact and Unified Payment 

System. It also support direct link to banks' payment parties and platforms.

Security and access control, unlimited customizable and flexible payment 

instrument template online endorsements, flexible query facility, flexible print 

device and accounting entries generation as well as automatic posting

These include multiple payment channels on a single platform, payment fraud 

eradication, consistent and elegant payment document, drastic reduction in time 

required to process payments, complete elimination of manual input into payments 

and efficient & secure payment process etc
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